To investigate the mechanisms of perceptual learning, we recently introduced a paradigm in which incorrect, reverse feedback followed after some but not all vernier presentations. This feedback paradigm exerted a strong effect on performance that seemed to bias decisions rather than to yield perceptual learning. Here, we show that observers can develop independent decision biases for different stimulus orientations as well as for different visual field positions. Our results demonstrate that the effects of incorrect, reverse feedback are surprisingly specific.
Introduction
Perceptual learning gained strong interest during the last two decades (for recent reviews see Fahle, 2004; Fahle & Poggio, 2003) . However, the (computational) mechanisms underlying this learning are still largely unknown (for a review see Tsodyks & Gilbert, 2004) . Often, it is assumed that perceptual learning starts from scratch with the potential to learn a wide range of arbitrary input-output mappings (e.g., Hertz, Krogh, & Palmer, 1991) . In a recent contribution, we asked whether the brain is so plastic that observers can even learn physically incorrect classifications and tested whether subjects learn to perceive a sub-threshold left offset vernier as offset to the right and vice versa . To achieve this, we provided reverse feedback, i.e., error feedback followed after correct responses and no feedback followed after incorrect responses. Due to the binary task used, this paradigm is equivalent to label a right offset vernier as offset to the left and vice versa.
When confronted with sub-threshold verniers all under the reverse feedback regime, observers quickly realized that ''something is wrong'', e.g., an ''erroneous'' exchange of push buttons (see also Herzog, 1996) . To avoid that participants realized the reverse nature of the feedback, the subthreshold verniers with reverse feedback were displayed randomly in a sequence of larger offset verniers for which correct feedback was provided. The question was whether observers could learn to perceive, e.g., a sub-threshold left offset vernier as a right offset vernier, while verniers with larger offsets were still perceived correctly. Surprisingly, the hit rate decreased for all verniers offset in the same direction as the reversely labeled sub-threshold vernier, even though the verniers with larger offset sizes received correct feedback. We interpreted this finding as a change of response criterion rather than a perceptual ''mis-learning'' related to a change of sensitivity .
Such a change of criterion may be regarded as a type of unspecific adjustment (e.g., 'left responses should be avoided') and may have prevented a perceptual ''mis-learning''. Here, we show that reverse feedback can induce specific effects even though feedback does not ''favor'' one response class over the other one (Experiment 3.2). Moreover, reverse feedback conditions can be associated and memorized specifically with the orientations of verniers (Experiment 3.3). Hence, reverse feedback induces specific changes.
General materials and methods

General setup
Vertical verniers appeared on an X-Y display (HP 1332 A) controlled by a Power Macintosh computer via fast 16 bit D/A converters (1 MHz pixel rate). Luminance of verniers was around 130 cd m 2 on a dark background. Before stimulus presentation proper, a fixation dot in the middle of the screen and four markers at the corners of the monitor were displayed. Verniers were presented at the center of the screen in all experiments except for Experiment 3.2. Subjects observed the stimuli from a distance of 2 m in a room illuminated dimly by a background light. Presentation time of verniers was 150 ms. Vernier segments were 10 0 (arc min) long and separated by a vertical gap of 1 0 . Thus, the total length of the vernier was 21 0 . Observers were told that error feedback was provided by means of a tone produced by the computer and no tone followed upon a correct response. Unknown to the observer, for verniers with reverse feedback, a correct response was followed by a tone, however, no tone followed after an incorrect response (according to the physical offset direction).
Observers
Most data were obtained from paid graduate students from the University of Tü bingen, Germany. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal acuity. To every observer, the general purpose of the experiment was explained. After signing a consent form, observer's acuity was determined by means of the Freiburg visual acuity test (Bach, 1996) . To participate in the experiments, subjects had to reach a value of 1.0 (corresponding to 20/20) in this test for at least one eye. Each observer participated in only one experiment.
Task and procedure
Per trial, one vertical vernier was presented randomly selected from an ensemble of three verniers (except for Experiment 3.2). Two of these three verniers had the same offset size around or above threshold but an opposite offset direction, i.e., one vernier was offset to the left and the other to the right. These stimuli received correct feedback. The remaining vernier had a smaller offset size and received reverse feedback. Display probability was one-third for all stimuli, which meant that verniers were more likely offset in the direction of the reversely labeled stimulus. The two verniers with the same offset direction (larger and smaller offset size) will be called partner verniers and the remaining vernier, with opposite offset direction and larger offset size, will be called the singleton vernier.
On each trial, observers had to discriminate, in a binary forced choice task, the offset direction of the vernier presented by pressing one of two push buttons. If the lower segment was offset to the left with respect to the upper segment, observers were asked to press the left push button. If the lower segment was offset to the right, the right button had to be pressed. A block contained 80 stimulus presentations. Sessions extended over maximal 20 blocks and usually lasted 1.5 h. Before each experiment proper, individual thresholds of 75% correct responses were determined for every observer via an adaptive staircase strategy (PEST; Taylor & Creelman, 1967) . Here, correct feedback was provided. One out of 25 observers was excluded from the main experiment because of a strong response bias for one of the two push buttons.
In the figures, we show the hit rate for each of the three verniers according to their physical offset direction.
Cognitive aspects
The rate of reverse feedback was one-third. This manipulation is strong enough to induce a response bias but too weak to lead to a cognitive recognition of the feedback bias. Indeed, none of the observers reported to have recognized any bias.
Experiments
Large offset sizes
The experiments of employed up to five verniers with different offset sizes and feedback regimes. Hit rate decreased for all verniers offset in the same direction as the reversely labeled vernier. The hit rate levels for partner verniers differed significantly from each other. However, offset differences were fairly small-and possibly too small to allow for a reverse learning given the fact that the large vernier was close to threshold. Here, we use verniers with larger offset size differences.
Methods and materials
Five observers participated. Before the experiment proper, we determined the individual threshold and response bias of each observer with horizontal verniers. In the main experiment three vertical verniers were used. Two were set at 30 00 having opposite offset directions (for one observer, we set the larger offset at 20 00 , since her threshold was 6 00 only. The other observers had thresholds of 11 00 , 12 00 , 12 00 , and 19 00 , respectively). Given the large offset size of the verniers receiving correct feedback, being clearly above threshold, these verniers were expected to yield a hit rate close to 100%. The remaining third vernier was offset by 5 00 which was below threshold for every subject. This vernier received reverse feedback, the other two correct feedback. Presentation probability was identical for all three verniers, i.e., one-third. After seven blocks under the reverse feedback regime, three blocks followed with correct feedback for all stimuli.
Results and discussion
The hit rate for the vernier receiving reverse feedback decreases strongly from 53% (first block) to 27% (seventh block, Fig. 1 ). Slopes of regression lines indicate a significant decrease of the hit rate (one sample t-test: p = .017). For the verniers with larger offset sizes, the hit rate remains on a high level. However, the hit rate for the partner vernier is smaller compared to that of the singleton vernier. For each observer, we computed the mean hit rate of the two correctly labeled stimuli for blocks 3-7. A paired t-test reveals a significant difference between these mean values (p = .0031; we excluded the first two blocks from data analysis, expecting no differences in the hit rates at the beginning of the experiment; however, such differences might have already existed in the first block). These results indicate that reverse feedback can exert an influence on correctly labeled stimuli across large differences in offset size.
After the seventh block, correct feedback was provided for all verniers. As in previous experiments, a strong and immediate rebound of the hit rate for the reversely labeled vernier and a modest rebound for the partner vernier follows (paired t-test for block 7 vs. 8: p = .0042 (partner vernier small), p = .0355 (partner vernier large)). For the reversely labeled vernier, the hit rate after correction of feedback is even higher than in the first block. This result may be caused by changes already occurring during the first 80 presentations. A weak decrease of the hit rate occurs for the singleton vernier.
The percentage of error tones in Fig. 1 shows a downward trend indicating that participants try to minimize the number of error signals. To test whether this decrease of the percentage of error tones occurred due to a criterion shift or else a sensitivity change, we determined d 0 and c across participants (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991) for each pair of verniers (singleton-large partner: S-LP, singletonsmall partner: S-SP, and large partner-small partner: LP-SP). Fig. 2 shows that while d 0 (a measure of sensitivity) stays rather constant across blocks (one sample t-test on the regression line slopes for the first seven blocks: p > .2 for all conditions), the estimate of the criterion, c, decreases until the feedback change after block seven and then increases (one sample t-test on the regression line slopes for the first seven blocks: p < .05 for LP-SP and S-SP, p = .1 for S-LP). This confirms our hypothesis that the data reflect a change in the decision criterion rather than a change in sensitivity. Furthermore, perceptual learning due to a change of sensitivity would have been unlikely since the rebound of performance between block 7 and 8 is too fast for improvement due to a change in sensitivity in this kind of learning experiments (Fahle & Edelman, 1993) .
In summary, even for large differences in offset size, we find results qualitatively comparable to those of the experiments using smaller differences. The high speed of adjustment to the new feedback regime (after block 7) is typical for changes in the decision criterion while changes in stimulus encoding usually require more stimulus presentations ( Fig. 1 and Fahle & Edelman, 1993) .
Verniers at two positions
It seems that, in order to minimize the number of error signals, observers change their decision criterion by deciding more often for the response class associated with the offset direction of the singleton vernier (in the last experiment, responses for this class increased from 49% in block 1 to 61% in block 7 even though the display probability was one-third).
Here, we would like to answer the question whether reverse feedback still induces a decrease of the hit rate for the larger partner if there is no bias for one response class. We presented verniers at two positions. At each position, reverse feedback induced a bias for one response class. However, these biases were in opposite directions, i.e., at one position a ''right'' and at the other position a ''left'' bias was induced.
Materials and methods
Eight participants took part in the experiment. Before the experiment proper, individual thresholds were estimated for each of the two positions at which the target vernier could be presented. Thresholds were estimated for each 00 and received reverse feedback (partner (small)). Black diamonds in the plot indicate the percentage of error tones. Results: the hit rate for the smaller partner vernier decreases strongly while the hit rate for stimuli with larger offset sizes stays on a high level. Still, the hit rate for the larger partner stimulus is poorer than for the singleton vernier. After correct feedback is initiated (vertical line), the hit rate rebounds for both partner verniers. The percentage of error tones shows a downward trend, indicating that participants try to minimize the number of error signals.
position independently by means of the staircase procedure PEST in one block containing 120 presentations. Verniers were displayed at a distance of 33.3 0 randomly either to the left or to the right of a fixation dot (see Fig. 3 ).
In the experiment proper, at each single trial one of six possible verniers was presented, differing in offset size, direction, and display position. All six stimuli appeared with the same probability. Three of the verniers were presented at the left and the other three at the right position relative to the fixation dot. At each position, two verniers with larger offsets could be presented: one offset to the left, the other one to the right. At each position, also a vernier with smaller offset could be displayed. The vernier with smaller offset to the left was displayed at the left side only while the smaller offset to the right was displayed at the right side only. Correct feedback was provided for the verniers with larger offsets while reverse feedback was presented for the smaller ones. Offset sizes were chosen such that comparable hit rate levels at the two positions were obtained, i.e., the hit rate for the two ''larger'' verniers should be similar for both positions and the same should hold for the ''smaller'' verniers. The ''smaller'' verniers were always presented with an offset size of 2/3 of that of the ''larger'' verniers. Offset sizes for the ''larger'' verniers were determined individually such that the hit rate for four subjects was well above threshold, whereas for four others it was around threshold.
On each trial, observers had to indicate the offset direction of the presented vernier. Subjects performed 14 blocks Results: the roughly constant d 0 indicates that sensitivity hardly changes across blocks, while c shows a decrease until the feedback change (vertical line) after which a steep increase is found. These findings suggest that the changes in the hit rates of Fig. 1 are caused by a change in the criterion.
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Fig. 3. On each trial, a vernier was presented randomly either to the left or right of a fixation dot that observers were asked to attend to. At each of the two positions, one out of three verniers was presented, i.e., only one vernier was shown per trial. At each position, two of the three verniers had the same offset size but opposite offset direction and correct feedback was provided. The third vernier had a smaller offset size and received reverse feedback (''reverseL'', and ''reverseR''). The six verniers were displayed with the same probability. Therefore, at each position, the paradigm corresponds to the first experiment. The two reversely labeled stimuli (''reverseL'', and ''reverseR''), each presented at different positions, had opposite offset directions. The number of feedback signals is the same at each position if the local bias induced by reverse feedback is identical at both positions. In this case, also the overall amount of feedback signals is identical for each of the two response classes corresponding to the two offset directions (i.e., regardless of offset size). Offset sizes, as shown, are typical examples.
of each 80 presentations with this paradigm. Hence, at each position, the same number of trials was used as in the preceding experiment, in which stimuli were presented in the center of the screen (Fig. 1 ). After these 14 blocks, correct feedback was provided for all verniers for six additional blocks. In the data analysis, hit rates of pairs of consecutive blocks were collapsed to achieve estimates based on a comparable number of trials with respect to the experiments in which only one position was used for the presentation of the verniers.
Since the presentation time of the verniers was restricted to 150 ms and presentations were randomized between the two locations, no voluntary saccades to the target could occur during a stimulus presentation.
Results and discussion
Offset sizes were adjusted for each participant individually to yield comparable performance levels at the two spatial positions. In addition, display probabilities were identical for all six verniers. Therefore, the same rate of error signals occurs at both positions if the decision bias is identical, but of opposite sign, at each position. This holds independently of the strength of this bias, i.e., even if no bias is induced. Therefore, if subjects would analyze feedback statistics in a global, position-independent way, no bias should result. Hit rates should not change over the course of the experiment for any of the stimuli. However, the results deviate from this prediction. The hit rate decreases for those verniers labeled reversely and, to a smaller extent, also for the partner verniers (Fig. 4 shows the results collapsed over both positions). The slopes of the regressions lines are À2.254 (one sample t-test: p = .0055 (partner small)) and À1.338 (one sample t-test: p = .0084 (partner large)). The hit rate increases for these stimuli after correct feedback was provided after the seventh block (paired t-test (block 7 vs. 8): p = .0081 (partner small), p 6 .0001 (partner large)). The hit rate for the singleton verniers remains almost constant but decreases after correct feedback is provided.
The hit rates show a similar pattern for the left and the right position. The hit rate drops for the reversely labeled vernier (for the left position, from 61% to 49%, and for the right position from 58% to 44%; see Fig. 5 ), and for the partner stimulus (for the left position, from 75% to 65%, and for the right position from 77% to 63%). The hit rate for the singleton vernier increases (for the left position, from 82% to 87%, and for the right position from 75% to 78%). The slopes of the regression lines reveal a significant decrease of the hit rates for the verniers with smallest offset at both positions (one sample t-test: p = .0449 (left position), p = .0052 (right position)) while slopes corresponding to the larger partner only reach significance for the right position (one sample t-test, p = .3208 (left position), p = .0287 (right position)). A significant rebound of the hit rate occurs for the large partner verniers (paired t-test (block 7 vs. 8): p = .0004 (left position), p = .0016 (right position)) while only a trend exists for the small partner vernier (p = .0649 (left position), p = .0622 (right position)). These findings indicate that subjects can analyze feedback in a position specific manner. However, effects are not as pronounced as when verniers are presented at one position only.
We tested whether a change in the criterion, rather than a change in the sensitivity underlies the data by computing c (an estimate of the criterion), and d 0 (a measure of the sensitivity). Fig. 6 shows that both for the left and the right position, a change in the criterion, c is found (one sample ttest on the slopes of the regression lines for the first seven blocks of the data collapsed over both positions: p < .05 for LP-SP and S-SP, p = .063 for S-LP), while the sensitivity, expressed as d 0 , stayed rather constant across blocks (one sample t-test on the slopes for the first seven blocks: p > .15 for all conditions). This finding suggests that participants could maintain different criteria for each of the two positions. The results are noisy due to the small sample sizes in the study.
Our results indicate that reverse feedback can induce two position specific biases. Obviously, the non-uniform stimulus presentation probabilities and the reverse feedback did not induce a simple bias for the response class associated with the singleton vernier. In the next experiment, we will show that two biases can be learned sequentially and memorized-hence, reverse feedback induces orientation specific changes. . Verniers were presented either to the left or right of a fixation dot that observers were asked to attend to (see Fig. 3 ). Hit rates are collapsed over both positions. Results: the hit rate decreases for the verniers with smaller offsets. Moreover, the hit rate for the larger partner verniers is affected as well. The hit rate for the singleton verniers remains on a constant high level. After the seventh block, correct feedback was provided for all stimuli. The hit rate increases for both partner verniers after the seventh block (vertical line). Therefore, results are similar to conditions for which verniers were displayed at the center of the screen.
Results are less pronounced than in Fig. 1 since offset size differences were smaller in this experiment.
Two biases at one location
As shown in the previous experiment, observers can assess feedback statistics for the two display positions separately. Here, we show that two biases can be maintained and memorized independently for stimuli with orthogonal orientation presented at one position. Reverse feedback does not induce an unspecific response class bias.
Materials and methods
Six participants took part in the experiment. In various sessions, vertical or horizontal verniers were displayed. In the first part, a bias was induced for vertical verniers analogously to the experiments before. With horizontal verniers without feedback, we then determined whether the induced bias for vertical verniers transferred to horizontal verniers. In the next blocks, we tried to induce a bias for the horizontal verniers in the ''opposite'' direction of the bias for vertical verniers, by introducing reverse feedback for the small partner vernier. Finally, we tested whether this bias influenced the previously induced ''vertical'' bias.
Before the experiment proper, threshold and response bias were determined for vertical verniers via the adaptive staircase procedure PEST.
Next, two blocks with horizontal verniers were displayed in random order with opposite offset directions and an offset size of 5 00 . No feedback was provided and display probability was 0.5 for both offset directions (condition H1 in Fig. 7) .
In the next seven blocks, we used the standard paradigm inducing a bias for vertical verniers (condition V1). Three types of verniers were presented. Two had an offset size around threshold but opposite offset direction. They received correct feedback. The offset size of the remaining vernier was 0.5 times smaller than threshold and reverse feedback was provided. The offset direction of this vernier was to the side of the individual's spontaneous response bias as determined before the experiment proper. Display probabilities were one-third for all three verniers.
In the next condition, V2, no feedback was provided for seven blocks. All other parameters remained identical. Thereafter, for five blocks, the same feedback regime as in condition V1 was applied in order to refresh the induced bias.
In the blocks 22-28, condition H1* was tested. H1* uses the same parameters as H1 but an offset of 1 00 . No feedback was provided.
In the following condition, H2, a similar paradigm as V1 was used for horizontal verniers with three different offset sizes and the same feedback condition as V1. The push button associated with the reversely labeled vernier was opposite to the push button of the corresponding reversely labeled vertical vernier in condition V1. If, e.g., in condition V1 feedback favored a response to the right, in H2 feedback ''favored'' a decision to the left. Seven training blocks were conducted.
The following control, V3, is the equivalent to H1*: two vertical verniers with offset size of 1 00 were presented without feedback for three blocks. Finally, three out of the six observers performed condition V1 for three blocks. Fig. 7 . Left panel. The sequence of blocks. In condition H1, horizontal verniers with an offset size of 5 00 were displayed, which served to determine the (response) bias of observers for horizontal verniers. In condition V1, the ''standard paradigm'' inducing a bias by reverse feedback for the smaller partner vernier was used. In V2, the paradigm was the same as in V1 but no feedback was provided for all verniers. We repeated condition V1 to refresh the bias. To test for transfer of bias to orthogonal verniers, condition H1 was repeated with an offset of verniers of 1 00 (H1*). Condition H2 is analogous to V1: a bias was induced for horizontal verniers. However, ''bias direction'' was opposed. Thereafter, transfer of bias to vertical verniers was tested (V3). Finally, three of the six observers underwent condition V1 again. Right panel. Hit rates across six observers. Open symbols show the results for verniers offset in one direction, filled symbols in the opposite direction. Hence, open symbols indicate hit rates of stimuli associated with one push button, filled symbols with the other push button. Partner verniers are denoted by triangles (large) and circles (small), the singleton vernier by squares. Diamonds indicate verniers in the ''unbiased'' control conditions. Conditions without feedback are indicated by ''0''. Results: reverse feedback induces a bias for the partner verniers in condition V1 and a weaker one in H2. Eliminating feedback in condition V2 seems to increase the hit rate for the larger partner vernier while the hit rate remains on a low level for the reversely labeled stimulus. Bias transfers only weakly between vertical and horizontal verniers. As condition V3 shows, the vertical bias can be refreshed very quickly. Standard errors are omitted for clarity.
Results and discussion
In condition H1, in which no feedback was provided, performance is slightly biased (see Fig. 7 ). In condition V1, reverse feedback induces a response bias for the two partner verniers as before, i.e., the hit rate decreases for the vernier which receives reverse feedback as well as for the larger partner vernier. The hit rate for the singleton vernier increases. The ''asymptotic'' values are comparable to those in Experiment 3 of using about the same number of reversely labeled verniers. After switching feedback completely off, only a weak increase of the hit rate is found for the small partner vernier (36-44%; paired t-test: p = .4641). However, a significant rebound of the hit rate from 48% to 66% occurs for the large partner vernier (paired t-test: p = .0036, last block of condition V1 compared with last block of condition V2). Hence, the hit rate increases even without feedback, but much slower than with correct feedback. The hit rate for the singleton vernier changes from only slightly. The repetition of condition V1 shows that the bias can be reintroduced.
After turning stimuli around by 90°, the induced bias transfers only weakly if at all (condition H1*). During the seven blocks with a horizontal offset of 1'', the hit rate is quite stable around 50%. By providing reverse feedback for the small partner vernier, condition H2 induces a bias for horizontal verniers in a direction opposite to the bias in V1. However, the bias is rather weak for the large partner vernier. In condition V3, vertical verniers were presented with an offset size of 1'', which causes the ''vertical'' bias to recover although no feedback was provided and the ''horizontal'' bias was opposite to the ''vertical'' bias. It seems that a decisional bias can be memorized and survive periods of ''opposite'' bias. The bias increases again when condition V1 is repeated (for three observers). Our results indicate that the induced biases are associated with the orientation of the verniers. Hence, the response bias is orientation specific. This means that observers do not favor one response class in general (e.g., a class related to one push button). It seems, that at least two biases can be maintained separately, each associated with one orientation.
We did not present vertical and horizontal verniers randomly interleaved with ''opposed'' biases analogously to Experiment 3.2 since we liked to show that two biases can be memorized separately. Moreover, we did not intend to test whether, e.g., a ''vertical right bias'' transfers to, say, a ''horizontal upward bias'' since there is no unique correspondence between vertical and horizontal offsets.
No feedback instead of reverse feedback
In the experiments above, verniers offset in one direction were displayed with a probability of 2/3 (partner verniers) and offsets in the other direction with 1/3 (singleton). Herzog, Broos, and Fahle (1999) showed that observers seem to assume that stimuli of one response class are presented with the same probability. Thus, biased statistics rather than reverse feedback may have caused the changes in performance (see condition V2, large partner, in Fig. 7) . To show that the reverse feedback causes the induced bias, no feedback was provided for the smallest vernier in this experiment.
Materials and methods
We used the same paradigm as in the first experiment, with one difference: Instead of reverse feedback, no feedback was provided for the vernier with the smallest offset size, i.e., responses to this vernier were always labeled as correct. The other two verniers, with larger offsets, received correct feedback. After the seventh block, correct feedback was provided for all stimuli. Offset sizes were determined with the same procedure as in condition V1 of the last Experiment 3.3. Five observers participated.
Results
Hit rates do not reveal any clear pattern and show only moderate fluctuations (Fig. 8) . Performance is quite similar at the begin and at the end of the first condition (blocks 1 and 7). The time course of the hit rate for the vernier with smallest offset is clearly different from that of conditions in which reverse feedback is provided. There is no obvious increase of the hit rate of the singleton vernier (see Fig. 8 ). In conditions with reverse feedback, the hit rate of this stimulus usually increases and the hit rate is significantly superior to that of the larger partner vernier. None of these characteristics occurs in this experiment. Correct feedback provided after the seventh block does not change the hit rates substantially. 
General discussion
Reverse feedback
Reverse feedback decreases the hit rate for both partner verniers and increases the hit rate for the singleton vernier even when the offset differences are rather large (Fig. 1) . These results can be explained by assuming that observers change their decisions to minimize the rate of error feedback. Accordingly, d
0 stays rather constant across blocks, while c decreases across blocks for each of the three vernier stimuli under reverse feedback and increases under correct feedback (Figs. 2 and 6 ). Since perceptual learning of vernier discrimination is a process containing long-term phases (Fahle & Edelman, 1993) , a change of the decision criterion may more quickly achieve a minimization of error feedback than a change in sensitivity. Hence, such a rather unspecific feedback analysis may prevent perceptual mislearning while favoring a change of the decision criterion.
However, effects of reverse feedback also occur if a ''global'', response class related, analysis of feedback is impossible. In Experiment 3.2, vernier offsets are chosen to yield comparable performance at the two positions. Display probabilities, feedback conditions, and feedback rates are also comparable. With this setup, the two biases should be counterbalanced and ''cancel'' each other. Therefore, no general bias for one response class occurs. Still, bias effects are found for both positions separately (Fig. 5) . It seems that two decision criteria, each for one spatial position, can be adjusted simultaneously. It remains unknown whether without such position specific adjustments of the criterion ''mis-learning'' could occur.
Moreover, reverse feedback does not induce a general response class bias since reverse feedback can induce two orientation specific biases that can be memorized (Fig. 7) . There seems to be an enduring memory that stores the different decision biases.
Cognitive aspects
Observers quickly realize ''that something is wrong'' if reverse feedback for all verniers is provided (consistent with an exchange of push buttons; results not shown). For this reason, we used two correctly labeled verniers with a larger offset size and one vernier with a smaller offset and reverse feedback provided. Moreover, this setup prevents learning to (mentally) exchange the correspondence between the advised vernier offset directions and the push buttons.
With this three vernier paradigm, none of the observers reported to have detected any bias. This is in agreement with the findings by Rosenthal, Fusi, and Hochstein (2001) who showed that probability estimations of stimuli belonging to a small number of decision classes are implicitly determined, i.e., without cognitive and explicit computation. Also, in our paradigm feedback statistics may be computed implicitly rather than explicitly. Gorea and Sagi (2000) presented two different pre-cues randomly at one of two positions. Each pre-cue was associated with the contrast and the probability of occurrence of a subsequently displayed Gabor. Subjects could maintain different decision criteria only if the contrasts of the Gabors were the same but not if they were different. Both our paradigm and research question are different from those of Gorea and Sagi. For example, we studied the dynamics of decision criteria rather than their maintenance corresponding to an experimenter's instruction as Gorea and Sagi did.
Related research
Conflicting cues
There are at least three kinds of classifications involved in the above experiments. First, there is internal knowledge about the physical meaning of semantic descriptions like ''offset to the left'' (internal, ''perceptual'' classification). Second, there is an association of stimuli to the response classes given by the push buttons (response classification), and third, there is external feedback (error classification).
When after a period with reverse feedback for one vernier, correct feedback is provided for all stimuli, a fast and strong rebound occurs towards the original performance. Reverse feedback requires about four blocks to reach an asymptotic level of performance. However, in all experiments, correction of feedback yields a rebound in at most one block. We suggest that the different time courses can be explained by a combination of the internal classification and the error classification (see also . If these two classifications match, performance is adjusted more quickly (correct feedback after the seventh block) than if they do not match (reverse feedback period). Without external feedback, there is almost no change in performance, at least for the small partner vernier (Figs. 7 and 8) .
Fast decision processes in reverse feedback conditions might adapt behavior to prevent external punishment but protect long lasting learning processes from ''wrong encoding''. The latter relate to processes involving longer time constants like consolidation periods (e.g., Hasselmo & Linster, 1999 , Karni, Tanne, Rubenstein, Askenasy, & Sagi, 1974 .
We suggest that our experiments are just one instance of effects caused by conflicting information. For example, subjects adjust their responses accordingly if different visual cues are in conflict (e.g., Buelthoff & Mallot, 1990 , Young, Landy, & Maloney, 1993 , as well as when haptic or proprioceptive information is in conflict with visual information (e.g., Ernst & Banks, 2002) . In this publication, we provided conflicting information by the external classification signal. This feedback is not an acoustic cue per se, because it may as well have been provided, e.g., visually. Feedback is a meta-cue. Still, we suggest that this meta-cue is used in the same way as any other kind of (sensory) information for decision masking.
